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Description : 
MODEL: NL- 30 

SECOND PASS 

ONE BREAK SYSTEM, A SPECIAL DESIGN FOR INDONESIA. 

SUPPORTED WITH THREE BEARINGS ON THE MAIN SHAFT. 



JET RICE POLISHER  

The most important consideration in the economics of rice milling is the recovery and broken rice 

percentage. KENDING JET POLISHER has been throughly tested and consistently proven to be the 

best rice milling machine of its kind. An increase in recovery and decrease in broken rice is 

guaranteed over whatever type of polisher you may have. 

The development of this JET POLISHER has been due to two important factors. The need of a 

machine to give the largest yield of whole rice in view of the paramount importance of this staple 

commodity to the Asian people. The second factor stems from the excellence of the engineers at 

KENDING COMPANY. They have been instrumental in the development of many superb RICE 

MACHINES. 

THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF KENDING "TRIPLE BEARINGS SUPPORTED" JET RICE POLISHER. 

1.Constant air injection into the polishing chamber during the whole polishing process guarantees 

the total elimination of bran and maintains the rice down at low temperature avoiding possible 

breakage. 

2.The main shaft is supported with three bearings so the machine will operate more stable which 

decrease breakage of the polished rice and increase milling yield. 

3.High yield of pure, whole polished rice is assured because the rice meets the polisher surface 

without any pressure applied, so breakage is negligible. 

4.The polishing degree is adjustable as required by adding or retracting the resisting weight on the 

outlet plate by means of the balance weights. 

5.Durability of parts subject to wearing is extremely high. The milling chamber screen has been heat 

treated and the roll is made of exceptoionally hardened steel. 

6.The inner frame rotated during operation so that it will not be blocked by wet bran. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

KENDING RICE POLISHER  

MODEL POWER REQUIRED CAPACITY/HOUR R.P.M. HEIGHT LENGH WIDTH NET WEIGHT

NL-30 25HP~30HP 2500~3000kgs 700~750 980 m/m 1300 m/m 450 m/m 330 kgs 

 

STANDARD SPARE PARTS :  

1.Screen.......................1 SET 

2.Pressure Plate............1 set 

3.Inner Cylinder...........1 pc. 

4. Milling Roller............1 pc. 

5. Screwed Iron Roller..1 pc. 

6.Inner Frame..............1 pc. 

7.Bolt...........................1 pc. 

8.Pinion........................1 set 

9.Tools.........................1 set 

10.Instruction Manual....1 pc.  

 

 
 
 
 

 
A division of Ken-Ding Group 

Weizhou International Co., Ltd 
P. O. Box 1394 Kaohsiung City, Taiwan ROC 
Tel : 886-7-7169249    Fax : 886-7-7169250 

e-Mail : general@weitronic.com.tw    e-Mail : shiu@ksts.seed.net.tw 


